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AMOS 8.0  MAY 2004 Update Release Notes

The software on this Update CD has been tested and released for only the Eagle 800 and
AM8000 systems. This CD contains all the software for these systems, which includes updates to
XP-Embedded and changes to AMOS 8.0 and related software. This document lists the major
software changes and additions. Some software that has been previously released on other
AlphaCDs is being consolidated here for convenience to our AMOS 8.x customers. These
release notes talk about:

• The AMOS 8.x Updated Software and Documentation.

• What AMOS software is included:

• Updated AlphaTCP  version 1.5A.

• Updated AlphaNet version 2.4

• Updated MULTI version 2.1B

• Updated AlphaFAX version 2.1

• AlphaWRITE Version 1.2a and 2.2

• AlphaCALC version 2.0

• ESP 2.2  PR10/99

• AlphaMAIL 1.2b

• AM8000 configuration files and Eagle configuration files

• AlphaC Volume 1 and Volume 2

• XAdmin Beta Release 1.0

• AlphaODBC Release 1.0

• How to use the Update CD

AMOS 8.X UPDATED SOFTWARE

This CD contains the complete updated software for both AM8000 and Eagle 800 systems. The
update process is almost automatic, except for entering the AMOS PIC code and DVD PIC
codes. Both the XPE side and AMOS and EAMOS must be updated with the “Batch” file on this
CD. This new release mechanism uses an “AMD” file, which is readable from AMOS 8.0. The
install process is simple, execute the “UpdateMay04.Bat” file on the CD and it does most of the
work for you. The installer/operator must write down the PIC codes for AMOS and the DVD
software if installed. The command file will pause the screen output and you must hit “Enter” to
continue for each step of the update. PLEASE follow these instructions carefully. For systems
that do not have a DVD installed, please give the system an extra 10 seconds before hitting
“Enter”.
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The install process will update AMOS 8.0, AlphaTCP and AlphaNET automatically. If you do
not use any of the other listed products, you are done.

New Features

All programs for the AMOS 8.0 release have had a Version number change, requiring every site
to upgrade all programs as a group. There are new features in AMOS 8.0. They are:

o DVD Software
o Mountable and Un-Mountable AMD files
o Input and InputX Subroutines
o Xadmin utilities
o XFLOAT.LIT

DVD Software

On some early systems, the DVD software could not create DVD backups. The earlier software
could only read the previously made media. The new 8.0(101) version allows the user to create
DVD backups, as with other AMOS systems. Additional information is contained in the AMOS
8.x Server Owner’s Manual (DSM-00226-00) in Chapter 6. The new DVD drive models now
supported are:

o LFD-521U Panasonic drive
o LG-4040b
o LG-4080b, LG-4081b and LG-4082b

The DEV.DEV device file has been updated to support the new drives. The PIC code must be
re-installed with the DVD program after you COPY DVD000.OVR=DVD000.NEW on
DSK0:[1,4]. In the DVR: account you will need to COPY the correct  driver for your System.
This will be either the DVDRAM.DVR  for the LG drives, or the DVDPAN.DVR for the
Panasonic drive.

Mountable and Un-Mountable AMD files

A new feature on AMOS 8.0 is the ability to Mount and Un-mount “AMD” disk files. To
implement this feature, create a device driver, for example DVR:UPD.DVR, that is a copy of
the PCDSK.DVR. Modify your INI file to add a SYSTEM statement to load the driver. You
must also allocate SMEM large enough to accommodate the Bitmaps required for the UPD
device.  Reboot your system and execute a new utility program, XMOUNT. Below is an
example session of mounting the May2004.AMD disk file.
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IP172> XMOUNT UPD:
Device contains 20 logical units.
IP172> MOUNT UPD:
UPD0: AMOS 8.0 April 22, 2004 Release ........ (A00) mounted
UPD1: AlphaTCP 1.5A April 22, 2004 Release ... (Q00) mounted
UPD2: AlphaNET 2.4 April 22, 2004 Release .... (L00) mounted
UPD3: AlphaFAX 2.1 April 22, 2004 Release .... (A00) mounted
UPD4: MULTI 2.1B April 22, 2004 Release ...... (M00) mounted
UPD5: AlphaWRITE 1.2A PR06/2000 .............. (D00) mounted
UPD6: AlphaWrite 2.2 PR06/2000 ............... (U00) mounted
UPD7: AlphaCALC 2.0 April 22, 2004 Release ... (M00) mounted
UPD8: ESP 2.2 PR10/99......................... (E00) mounted
UPD9: AlphaMAIL 1.2B PR10/99.................. (B00) mounted
UPD10: AM8000 configuration files * INIs....... (A00) mounted
UPD11: Eagle 800 configuration * INIs.......... (A00) mounted
UPD12: AlphaC (vol 1 of 2) PR12/97 ............ (B00) mounted
UPD13: AlphaC 2.0 (vol 2 of 2) PR12/97 ........ (B00) mounted
UPD14: XAdmin Beta Release 1.0 ................ (A00) mounted
UPD15: AlphaODBC Release 1.0................... (A00) mounted
UPD16: Open Logical ........................... (000) mounted
UPD17: Open Logical ........................... (000) mounted
UPD18: Open Logical ........................... (000) mounted
UPD19: Open Logical ........................... (000) mounted

This process is how the update is performed on your system. The system administrator can use
this method to mount a USB disk drive, DVD-RAM media, or other hard drives with a backup
“AMD” disk file. Un-mount the previous UPD: device with XMOUNT UPD:/U, and then change
the disk definition for the UPD device in the AMOS Disk tab of the configuration program. Then
save the new definition and (Alt)+(Tab) back to the VTM terminal and XMOUNT the UPD
device without having to reboot AMOS.  For more information, read Chapter 6 in the new
AMOS 8.x Server Owner’s manual.

INPUT and INPUTX subroutines

The INPUT and INPUTX subroutines have been updated to allow a time out parameter. The
syntax for both programs is:

XCALL INPUT, row,col,xmax,xmin,type,entry,inctrl,v, {TMOUT,RTVAL}

TMOUT  is the time out value in seconds.  The lowest value possible is 5.  The largest
value possible is 32767.  If the field has not been completed by the time out value
(TMOUT), then the routine will terminate the field and return the RTVAL to the program
in INXCTL.

RTVAL  is the value returned to the program if the input field is not entered within the
time out value (TMOUT).  The valid range is 1 – 1024.  Any other value will be defaulted
to 1024.
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If you have users that walk away from the terminal tying up an application, the timeout will allow
the application to return back with a return value.

XADMIN Utilities

UPD14: has the Beta 1.0 release of the XAdmin utilities. Some XADMIN commands open
administrative screens on the console and will only execute from an AMOS job at the console.
Most can be executed from any AMOS job but may quickly open and close screens on the
console. These utilities are DO files located in CMD: account. There are Help files on how to
use each of them in HLP: account. To install XADMIN copy to your DSK0:[]=UPD14:[]

XFLOAT.LIT

This utility program allows to user to switch between 48-bit floating point math and 64-bit math. In the
AM8000.INI file after the final SYSTEM statement, add the following command if you wish to use the
older 48-bit method. The system default when booted up is 64-bit math.

XFLOAT /48 ; the system will use 48-bit floating point

To switch back to the 64-bit math, at command prompt type the following command:

XFLOAT/64

AMOS Documentation

The new Documentation included on this update CD is installed into C:\AM8000\Doc folder.
The documents are:

o AMOS 8.x Server Owner’s Manual
o AM8000 Service Manual
o Eagle 8000 Service Manual

To access these documents, open Explorer and click on the filename to bring up the PDF reader to
display the document selected. The most important new document is the AMOS Server Owner’s Manual.
This document gives details on AMOS 8.0 and XPE to support both AM8000 and Eagle 800 systems.

UPDATES  to AMOS 8.0

All AMOS programs have had a Version number change and are documented in the new AMOS.DIR
file. The following programs have a functional change since that previous release.

SYS:AM8000.MON 8.0(101)-4
SYS:AM8000.NEW 8.0(155)
SYS:INSTA8.LIT 8.0A(100)-6
SYS:TRMDEF.LIT 8.0(155)
SYS:DVD.DEV updated for new drives supported
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SYS:DVDNEW.DEV    backup copy updated
SYS:DVD.LIT 8.0(101)
SYS:FMTDVD.LIT 8.0(102)
SYS:MAKDVD.LIT 8.0(101)
SYS:FMTS2.LIT 8.0(105)
SYS:JOBALC.LIT 8.0(110)
SYS:GOLV7.LIT has been deleted
SYS:LEVEL7.SYS has been deleted
SYS:MONTST.LIT 8.0(119)-2
SYS:MTUSAV.LIT 8.3A(137)-4
SYS:REDIR.LIT 8.0(110)-2
SYS:SI.LIT 8.0(101)-1
SYS:SMEM.LIT 8.0(106)-3
SYS:VUE.LIT 8.1(531)-4
DVR:DVDRAM.DVR updated
DVR:DVDPAN.DVR updated
DVR:DVD.DVR updated
DVR:UPD.DVR added for updates.
DVR:BRITSH.LDF  for UK systems
LIB: ALL *.L7O have been deleted

The following source files have been updated.

MAC:SYS.M68 COMMON.M68[10,1]
MAC:SYS.UNV LOG.M68[10,1]
MAC:SYSSYM.UNV LOGOFF.M68[10,1]
MAC:SYSLIB.LIB AM301.M68[10,2]
AM302.M68[10,1] AM306.M68[10,2]
ENGLSH.M68[10,2] BRITSH.M68[10,2]
HP.M68[10,2] LATIN1.M68[10,2]
LASWRT.M68[10,2]

UPDATED ALPHATCP

Updates to AlphaTCP 1.5A are included on this CD. The QPOP3D and POP3D have been
updated and are identical. TCPEMU, LPR, TCP.SBR, have been updated. A new update
TCP.DIR file is included. Changes to the common library (bug fix) affected all AlphaTCP files.
The fix prevented a Semaphore Wait deadlock condition on all fast systems.

TCP:SMTPD.LIT/.RTI 1.5A(139)

Modified to calculate available free space correctly up to 4GB. Above 4GB, returns 4GB
available. Therefore 4GB is effectively the maximum email size, including all attachments.

BAS:TCP.SBR / BP:TCP.XBR    1.5A(110)

XCALL TCP,TCP’QUERY’EVENTS, ErrCode,HaveEvents,AutoSet
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Modified to match documentation about “HaveEvents, AutoSet”.
Programmers note: This allows your program to continue running such as searching for
specific records, while also waiting for another TCP request such as  “Send more records”.
The programmer decides at what point in a looping procedure to test “HaveEvents”, thus making
the overall behavior predictable.

TCP:SERVIC.NEW

Have new entries for AlphaODBC  port 7000 /tcp

TCP:BOOTPC.LIT /.RTI 1.5A(107)

Fixed a problem when the lease period was 0 seconds.

TCP:TCPEMU.LIT /.RIT 1.5A(129)

Added new JOBADD and JOBDEL monitor calls.

UPDATED ALPHANET

Updates to AlphaNET 2.4 are included on this CD. The VTSER and NETSER programs have
been updated for JOBADD and JOBDEL monitor calls. NETSER is required on all systems to
allow networking to function. The older VME, S100 programs have been eliminated from the
release. The NET.DIR file is updated to reflect these changes.

UPDATED MULTI

The update to Multi 2.1 is basically the MULTI.LIT program. The MLT000.NEW[7,15] must be
copied over to MLT000.OVR[7,15] for first time installers. The new MULTI.DIR file has also
been updated. This fixes various BOX problems when doing multiple layer saves and restores.

SYS: MULTI.LIT 2.1(192)-10

UPDATED ALPHAFAX

Updated AlphaFAX version 2.1 is included on this CD. There are many new features to this
package. Your current PIC code will work. One of the updates to the package allows an override
for printing faxes allowing the user to select a local printer. The other update allows the user
with multiple companies to define the company name and phone number on the faxes.
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UPDATES OF HORIZONTAL APPLICATIONS

The following horizontal applications have been updated from the version contained on the
previous AlphaCD to include various problem resolutions:

• AlphaWRITE 1.2A
• AlphaWRITE 2.2
• AlphaCALC 2.0
• AlphaC
• AlphaMAIL
• AlphaODBC 1.0

AlphaWRITE 1.2a, no changes, the release DIR file is updated to eliminate unsupported
terminal translation files. The WRT000.NEW[7,12] file must be copied to WRT000.OVR  for
first time installers. Then install the PIC code with Write.

AlphaWRITE 2.2, no changes other than the DIR file to update to eliminate unsupported
terminal translation files. The WRT000.NEW[7,12] file must be copied to WRT000.OVR for
first time installers. Then install the PIC code with Write.

AlphaCALC 2.0, no changes other than the DIR file to updated to eliminate unsupported
terminal translation files. The ALC000.NEW[7,13] file must be copied to ALC000.OVR for
first time installers. Then install the PIC code with Calc.

AlphaC updated to the DIR files to eliminate old files.

AlphaMAIL 1.2b, no changes other than the DIR file. The MAL000.NEW[7,2] file needs to be
copied to MAL000.OVR[7,2] for first time installers. Then install the PIC code with MAIL.

AlphaODBC Version 1.0 is provided for VARs to use. To install the AMOS component, Copy
DSK0:[]=UPD15:[]. Follow the Readme.Txt[1,2] file for more information. Do not rename the
ODBC00.NEW file.

HOW TO USE THE UPDATE CD

These instructions are new and unique to AMOS 8.0 and cannot be used on traditional
AMOS systems.  The CD is written in CDFS on a CD-R media and is readable on the
AM8000 or Eagle 800 system. As with any upgrade procedure, perform a complete
system backup of all your current disks before performing this update, and insure that
your backup is complete.  The AMOS 8.0 systems that already have all these updates
installed at Alpha Micro are Eagle 800–Sn0045 and later and Am8000-Sn0082 and later.
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Using the Update CD from XPE

For AM8000 users, make sure you have 350Mb of free disk space on the C: drive.  Eagle 800
users typically will have enough space on the C: drive. Use the Explorer program to find this
out. Next, please check all systems to verify that the CD/DVD drive is defined as the D: device.
This is the standard way all systems are configured at Alpha Micro. Special note: If after a Ghost
Restore of the C: SysVolume, this procedure is required to assign the CD/DVD the letter D: This
procedure is also required if the System Operator installs a New hard disk drive. When XPE
boots it will assign the new disk the next drive letter after the C: SysVolume.

Prerequisites to allow the update to complete :

1. Verify that the CD/DVD drive is Letter D: if it is, skip to step 3.

2. If the CD/DVD is not assigned Letter D: do the following:
From the <Explorer> Application:
A. Select> Control Panel> Administrative Tools> Computer Management> Storage>

                 Disk Management>
B. Select> the disk drive that is assigned the letter D, Right Click>
C. Select> Change Drive Letter>  Select another available letter other than D:
D. Select> The CD/DVD ROM drive and Right Click> Select> Change Drive letter.
     Select> D, then  Select> [OK]

 The CD/DVD drive must be Letter D: which this update process needs to function
correctly. Exit the Disk Management application by Selecting [X]

3. Place the update CD into the D: drive.

4. Early Eagle 800 and AM8000 may have “System Restore” Enabled. This is taking up
valuable Disk Space needed for the upgrade, Please Disable it.
A. From <Explorer> application

1. Select> Control Panel> {System}
2. In the <System Properties> Window,  Select> {System Restore} tab.
3. Check the {Turn off System Restore on all Drives} box.

a. Select> [Apply] button.
b. Select> [OK] button.

5. To verify there is no wrong attributes on files in the WINXP directory, do the following:
 From <Explorer> application:
A. Right click on C:\AM8000\Winxp, then Select> {Properties}
B. On the Properties page under Attributes: Uncheck the [Read-only] button.
C. Select> [Apply] button.
D. In  the <Confirm Attributes Changes> window

a. Select> [Apply changes to this folder, subfolders and files]
b. Select> [OK] button
c. Select> [OK] button.
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8.  If you don't have enough disk space, Erase some of your backup files, or move them to
  the E: drive. Please perform a drive clean up on all systems.
A. Right Click on the C: drive letter and  Select> [Disk Cleanup] button.
B. Select> check boxes for {Temporary internet files}

                {Recycle Bin}
        {Download Program files}
        {Temporary Files}

C. Select> [OK] button
D. Select> [Yes] button.
E. When done, Select> [OK] button.

9. To verify you have enough space
A. Right Click on C: and Select> Properties
B. Verify that the Free Space is at least 350Mb

The AMOS 8.0 Upgrade Process

Make sure your system is PIC encoded. This is a prerequisite for the command file to update
AMOS.  All systems in the field will be PIC Encoded as shipped from Alpha Micro.

1. With the <Explorer> application browse to D:\AM8000.

2. Find the “UpdateMay04.Bat” file and double click on it.

3. This will shutdown AmpcLiTE and AM8000 programs if they were running.

4. Old folders and files will be erased to allow the new versions to be placed in the correct
folder  C:\AM8000\WinXP.

5. The batch file will Copy all the missing and updated files to your C:\AM8000 Folder.
When it gets to the "May2004.AMD" disk file, the copy will take at least 5 minutes, so
be patient.

6. The Batch command file will place the new versions of all the files necessary for this
release. It will Update the Registry with the disk sub-system 9 definition for:

UPD:= C:\Am8000\May2004.AMD.

On early systems, VTM8 will be added to the AMOS system configuration. This was
missing or was assigned to VTM5. We now reserve VTM8 for the EAMOS controller
with AlphaTERM as the emulator.

If at any time you get a message that the Disk file cannot be opened, from Explorer right
click on the DSK file and clear all attributes, this should allow the disk file to be writable.

7. Then the command file will boot up AMOS off your existing “DSK” device with the
UPDATE.INI file.
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8. It will create in the DVR: account the UPD.DVR.

9. The UPDATE.INI will FMDOS the XMOUNT.LIT program and UPD1.CMD files and
other files necessary for the update to complete.

10. The command file will MOUNT the new UPD: devices and log in to OPR: Press “Enter”
to continue.

11. The command file will Copy to DSK0: all the UPDATED programs and DIR files for
AMOS 8.0, AlphaTCP and AlphaNET. Press “Enter” to continue.

12. The system will Verify the release from the new DIR files for AMOS, TCP, and NET.
Press “Enter” to continue.

13.  The command file will backup your AMO000.OVR to AMOORG.OVR

14.  The command file will backup your DVD000.OVR to DVDORG.OVR.

15. When the PIC codes are displayed, write down each code for AMOS and DVD, they
will be needed next. Systems with only a CD-RW drive, wait for 10 seconds and then
press “Enter” on the keyboard to pass the DVD screen.

16.  The system will execute the INSTA8 program and will ask you for the AMOS PIC.

 With the Caps Lock on.

a. Press return to get past the DSK0:[1,4] entry

b. Type in your PIC code with the "-" between each set of 5 characters.
EXAMPLE:  HJG41-98574-987PU-42GXZ

c. Press Enter to accept the code.
d. Press Enter to continue.

17.  Systems which only have a CD-RW drive skip to step 19. If your system is equipped
with a DVD–RAM drive, to properly install the new DVD software, you will need to;

Log DVR:

COPY  DVD.DVR=DVDPAN.DVR for the Panasonic drive.

or

COPY  DVD.DVR= DVDRAM.DVR  for all other drives.

Log SYS:

COPY  DVD000.OVR=DVD000.NEW

18. Execute the DVD program and install your DVD PIC. Skip this step if you have a CD-
RW drive.

19. VUE your existing AM8000.INI and add "SYSTEM UPD.DVR[1,6]" in the system
load       area. Add the “System DVD.DVR[1,6]” in the system load area. Verify that
you have at least 20 Megs of SMEM allocated. The more the better.

20. Reboot the AM8000.INI file by logging to OPR: and Execute,

MONTST AM8000, AM8000
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21. After the boot process finishes, Type the following commands.

XMOUNT UPD:

MOUNT UPD:

22. Verify any of the other applications, which you may have installed, with the new DIR
files that are on the UPDxx: devices, like MULTI, MAIL, FAX 2.1 etc. Backup your
PIC codes for each package before updating to the newer release. Update the files
necessary to bring each application up to AMOS 8.0 compatibility.

23. The New AM8kUSER.PDF file is in C:\AM8000\DOC\AM8kuser.PDF, use the
Acrobat reader to view the new user manual for Eagle 800 and Am8000 systems.

24. Boot AMOS 8.0 with the SUB device defined. Then Copy your new AMO000.OVR
and DVD000.OVR from your DSK0: to SUB0: This will install your PIC coded files
on the Alternate Boot device.

25. The command file has updated the AM8ksub.AMD file in C:\am8000 folder. If you
have any other  “Alternate Boot” disk device, it should be updated to the latest files for
AMOS 8.0, TCP 1.5A and NET 2.4. To help you with this task mount the
AM8kSub.AMD disk file and copy the contents to your other Alternate boot Disks.

26. After this is done, execute another “Disk Cleanup” of the C: SystemVolume.

Post AMOS 8.0 Updates

All systems were shipped at different times during this last year and “Updates” were made to the standard
systems configuration; so some installations will need to do ”Additional” updates to synchronize the
configuration with how the systems are now being shipped. This is necessary to enable all features and
software drivers so the system will perform as documented. These systems require specific procedures
that are referenced by System Serial number. Please follow the directions in each of the next sections.
To find your System Serial number, look on the back panel of the Server and read the Alpha Micro SN
tag.

For All Metropolis users do the following :
Skip this procedure if you do not have Metropolis installed.

1. Copy SYS:DEL.LIT= [301,4]DEL.LIT from your Metropolis backup
2. Copy SYS:XY.LIT = [301,4]XY.LIT  from your Metropolis backup
3. Copy SYS:FREE.LIT=[301,4]FREE.LIT from your Metropolis backup.
4. Copy SYS:RUN.LIT=SYS:ORUN.LIT
5. Copy SYS:COMPIL.LIT=SYS:OCMPIL.LIT
6. Copy SYS:BASIC.LIT=SYS:OBASIC.LIT
7. If you have Image files built, rebuild them with the new 8.x programs.
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For AM8000 System users System Serial numbers SN0050 to SN0067

{System SN0068 and later have this patch already installed.}
Do the Following:

1.  Select> Control Panel> System> Hardware Tab
2.  Select> [Device Manager] button.
3.  Select> {SCSI and Raid Controllers}
4.  Select> Right Click on the {Adaptec 7902 Controller} Select> {Update Driver}
5.  <Hardware Update Wizard>

a.  Select> [Install from a list or Specific Location(Advanced)]
b.  Select> [Next]
c.  Uncheck {Search removable media (floppy, CD-ROM)}
d.  Select> [Browse] button.
e.  Browse and find the folder { C:\AM8000\Winxp\7902V3.00 } and select it.
f.  Select> [Ok] button
g.  Select> [Next] button. Allow the system to update the driver.
h.  Select> [Finish] button.
i.  Close the Device Manager by selecting [X] in the upper right.
j.  Allow the system to Reboot with the new updated driver.
k.  If the driver was already installed, Select>[OK] to close the
<System Properties>.

6. Use the system as normal.

For AM8000 System Users with the LDF521U DVD-RAM Drive .

These systems do not have the Packet writing driver software installed.
With the <Explorer> Application.

1. Browse to C:\Am8000\WinXP\LFD521U\CLip\English folder.
2. Open the "bclipPIC.txt" file.
3. Execute by left double click the "Setup.EXE" program.
4. Install the Packet writing software package using the PIC code in the text file.
5. Allow the System to Reboot when done.

For All AM8000 System users Sn0050 to Sn0078 do the following :

After installing the Packet writing software in the previous paragraph, Upgrade to Version 5.41

1.  With the <Explorer> Application
2.  Browse to C:\AM8000\WINXP\LG4040B
3.  Double click on "CUP541EN.EXE"
4. This will update the systems Packet writing software to "Version 5.41". This is

required on all systems with both LG CD-RW / DVD drives and LFD521U drives.
5. Allow the system to Reboot with the new updated Drivers.
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Once the B'sClip Software is installed on the system, placing any file on DVD-RAM media with a
drag and drop from the <Explorer> application will work. This feature is required to allow Un-
mountable and mountable AMD  disk files on DVD-RAM or CD-RW media.

For Eagle 800 users System SN0005 thru Sn0040

 {SN0041 and later already have this update installed.}

1.  With the <Explorer> Application
2.  Browse to C:\AM8000\WINXP\LG4040B
3.  Double click on "CUP541EN.EXE"
4.  This will update the systems Packet writing software to "Version 5.41" which is
     used with both LG CD-RW / DVD drives and LFD521U drives.
5.  Allow the system to Reboot with the new updated Drivers.

Packet writing software

For all systems that have the Packet writing software installed on either the Eagle 800 or
Am8000's, do the following to suppress the B'sClip Sign-on message.

1.  From the <Explorer> Application.
2.  Right click on the D: CD/DVD drive and Select> {Properties}.
3.  Select> { B'sClip Page Settings } Tab
4.  Verify that Version 5.41 is installed.
5.  Check the check boxes for:

a. Do no display message when disc is inserted
b. MRW Formatting (RW media}

This setting is REQUIRED for RW media to work.
6. Select> [Apply] button.
7. Select> [OK] button.

Firewall Protection.

The systems that were shipped before March 5, 2004 that may not have the Firewall enabled are
as follows:

Eagle 800 Sn005 through Sn0028
AM8000 Sn0050 through Sn0077

To Enable the Firewall on these systems, Select C:\AM8000\Doc\AM8kuser.PDF and double
click.  This will execute the Adobe reader and bring up the user manual.

Go to Chapter 6 page 6-35 and follow the procedure on Configuration for a Complete Firewall.
Do not forget to disable folder shares. These systems will need to disable the shares on a few
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folders. Follow the procedure on page 6-34 title "Disabling Folder shares." The possible folders
that may be shared are:

C:\AM8000\
C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Shared Documents

Allow the system to Reboot, after enabling the Firewall settings.

For AM8000 System users Sn0052 to Sn0054

These systems may need additional system changes that are not covered by the sections above. If these
systems have installed the January 2004 update to Version 925 you will probably be able to perform this
update without any problems. If this is not the case please call Tech Support for additional assistance.
Some additional clean up may be required.

Create an Updated Bootable CD

Once you have all the patches applied to both AMOS and XPE with the updated device drivers, it is
important to create a Bootable CD with the Ghost backup utility. Refer to the new user manual on how to
create a C: drive backup. Label this new CD as “May 2004 AMOS 8.0 System CD”. If you ever have to
replace your System Disk (C & E drive), you will need this CD to make the drive Bootable and restore
all the new patches and system settings.
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